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ABSTRACT
Patients with Grade III or IV contracted ocular sockets, most often due to Post Enucleation Socket Syndrome (PESS), suffer from
loss of ocular volume along with a lax lower eyelid, which complicates prosthetic rehabilitation in terms of fit as well as aesthetics.
Surgical correction is preferable, though not always feasible. A non-invasive approach for prosthetic rehabilitation of such difficult
cases, using bandaging and progressively larger conformers is described here.
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INTRODUCTION
Prosthetic rehabilitation of an obliterated eye socket {mostly due
to Post Enucleation Socket Syndrome (PESS)} [1], can prove to be
quite a challenge for the maxillofacial prosthodontist owing to the
reduced ocular prosthetic volume and shallow palpebral vestibules
along with a lax lower lid [Table/Fig-1a] [2], which affects both fit
and aesthetics [3]. In severe cases, it may be impossible to retain
even an initial conformer without corrective surgery [Table/Fig-1b]
[4,5]. A simple and effective approach using bandaging to enhance
retention and aesthetic outcome of an ocular prosthesis is being
described here. Bandage was used here to hold the prosthesis in
place within the contracted socket so as to achieve the adequate
attention. Patient consent was obtained for the use of images in
the manuscript.

Technique
1.

Make an ocular impression, pour a model, fashion an ocular
wax pattern, do a try in and dewax conventionally.

2.

Keep the pattern overextended by 1 mm in all areas needing
extension/enlargement. Keep the pattern contour as similar to
normal counterpart as possible.

3.

Fabricate an ocular conformer in heat cured acrylic. Finish and
polish.

4.

Bandage the conformer in proper position until the next followup, with the eyelids gently approximated, using gauze and
surgical tape in a criss-cross manner [Table/Fig-1c].

5.

This should maintain constant and mild force within the socket,
without causing pain.

6.

Instruct the patient not to remove the bandage himself and to
keep the prosthesis in place till the next visit.

7.

Schedule first follow-up appointment at three days, and
subsequently at weekly intervals.

8.

At each follow-up, evaluate the socket for increase in space, fit
of conformer [Table/Fig-1d] and absence of inflammation.

9.

If all three of the above parameters are favourable, enlarge the
conformer 1 mm with chair-side soft liner, bandage and continue
follow-up. Continue this cycle till the desired conformer size is
retained [Table/Fig-2a,b].

10. If at any appointment, any of the above mentioned parameters
are unfavourable, continue with the same conformer without
adjustment for a week, then re-evaluate.
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[Table/Fig-1]: a: Grade III Constricted ocular socket. b: Conformer not retained in
socket due to PESS. c: Conformer bandaged in place. d: Conformer retained in the
socket with eyelids well-adapted over it.

[Table/Fig-2]: Comparison of change in size of an initial conformer (a) with the final
one (b).

11. If the soft liner becomes too bulky (after three or four
appointments), make a new set of impressions, fabricate a
conformer and continue as above.
12. Any inflammation and pain because of confinement of a slightly
overextended conformer can be countered by a regular followup protocol.
The described non-invasive technique has proven to be a simple,
inexpensive, viable option in increasing ocular socket volume for
patients where surgery is not desirable, feasible or preferable [6].
In cases where initial conformer isn’t retained within the constricted
socket, using bandaging and progressively enlarging the socket
non-surgically has yielded favourable results. Decidedly, this
approach cannot match the surgical alternative in speed and
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extent of correction. This approach needs patience on part of the
treatment provider, and compliance from the patient. Experience is
also needed in knowing where to arbitrarily enlarge the conformer.
The described procedure shall become more predictable with time,
as more patients are observed for longer time periods.
This technique provides a promising option for patients who were
unable to wear any prosthesis because of PESS and were reticent
to go for corrective surgery.

CONCLUSION(S)
Contracted ocular socket can be successfully rehabilitated noninvasively through gradual expansion by modifying the conventional
prosthetic protocol. Bandaging serves as a medium to hold the
prosthesis in place till optimum retention is achieved.
Author contributions: NS in Conceptualisation, investigation and
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